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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Thank you very much for reviewing our manuscript entitled “Early screening the small bowel is key to protect Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome patients from surgery: report of a novel STK11 mutation (c.243delG)” (ID: BMGE-D-17-00567R2) very carefully again. We appreciate the editor and reviewers!

After revising the original manuscript according to all the comments, we have rewritten it this time with the help of a professional copyreader who is a native speaker. Please find the new version and may it be satisfactory!

Kind regards.

Zi-Ye ZHAO, Yu-Liang JIANG, Bai-Rong LI, Jing LI, Xiao-Wei JIN, En-Da YU, Xiao-Dong XU and Shou-Bin NING
Dec 7th, 2018

Corresponding authors: Shou-Bin NING, Xiao-Dong XU
E-mail: ningshoubin@126.com; xiao_dong214@126.com.

ID: BMGE-D-17-00567R2

Title: Early screening the small bowel is key to protect Peutz-Jeghers Syndrome patients from surgery: report of a novel STK11 mutation (c.243delG)

Point-by-point response:

1) There are numerous instances where the text displayed similarities to text found in another previously published article. This degree of text overlap is not acceptable in its current form, and thus we must request that you rewrite your manuscript to reduce the level of text overlap before we can further assess your submission.

Response: We have rephrased the manuscript to decrease the overlap.

2) I'm afraid the quality of the English used throughout your manuscript does not currently meet our requirements, as there are several spelling and grammatical errors throughout. We recommend that you ask a native English speaking colleague to help you copyedit the paper. If this is not possible, you may need to use a professional language editing service. Use of an editing service is neither a requirement nor a guarantee of acceptance for publication.

Response: We have rephrased the manuscript with the help of our native English speaking colleague to improve the quality.

3) On the title page, please include the email addresses of all the aus.

Response: Done.

4) The list of abbreviations should be placed after the section called "Discussion and Conclusions" in the main manuscript.

Response: Done.
5) After the list of abbreviations, please add the heading "Declarations".

Response: Done.

6) Please clarify why ethics approval was obtained for this Case Report. Generally, and according to most countries' national regulations, case reports do not require formal ethics approval unless they are reporting the experimental use of a novel procedure or tool. If you did use a new procedure or tool on the patient, please make this clear in the manuscript and provide a clear justification for why the new procedure or tool was deemed more appropriate than usual clinical practice to meet the patient's clinical needs. If this was not the case, simply state "Not applicable" in the Ethics section.

Response: We have changed the statement into "Not applicable" in the Ethics section.

7) On uploading your revisions, please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript.

Response: Done.

8) Now that the peer-review of your manuscript is complete, please remove the CARE checklist from the supplementary files.

Response: Done.

Other changes:

1. During the further revision, Dr. Xiao-Dong XU joined in the author group, who participated in the project administration, copyediting and fund supply. So Dr. XU has been named for the co- corresponding author. Due to the same reason, Dr. Yu-Liang JIANG is named for the first place in co-first authors.